
Q4 Creative Amplification.

What We Are Offering.

With over 15 years of experience in creative amplification, performance marketing and working with some of 
the worlds largest brands such as Microsoft, Harvey Nichols, Liverpool FC, Anthropologie and HP, we 
understand the importance of Q4 creative. 

In this Golden Quarter, producing engaging and eye-catching creative is our key focus. We have put together 
three social content deals to help amplify your company this Christmas. 

Social Amplification.
Social Image Hamper - Taking your existing assets and 
producing social ready images, focusing the creative around 
eye catching, on brand aesthetic. 
Assets: 6x Social Statics  Our Price: £1,000

Social Video Hamper - Whether you are advertising a deal, 
giveaway or just looking to get more engagement, we can take 
existing static images and create them into 15 sec motion 
graphic videos, driving more engagement through both paid 
and organic. 
Assets: 3x Video/Motion Graphics  Our Price: £3,000

Full Social Amplification -  Using existing assets, we can turn 
these into a mix of both social images and videos for the  
ultimate amplified hamper for your company,
Assets: 4x Image 4x Video   Our Price: £4,500

Social Features.
 Here are the social features we specialise in.
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We provide smart, targeted & creative digital marketing solutions to brands, agencies, publishers and ad 
tech partners.

We build impactful digital ads that help bring your creative to life, create engagement and grow your reach 
on any platform.

Q4 Creative Hampers.

Display and Dynamic.

When it comes to display and dynamic creative, 
no one does it better than us. We can ensure 
you that our team will create the highest quality 
creative that will bring your brand to life. Some 
great Q4 creative examples:

Countdowns - Our countdown banners can be 
customised to your needs. They are perfect for 
Black Friday sales or last Christmas delivery 
dates. Our countdown assets will be perfect to 
engage your target audience in this vital Q4 
period.

Offer Based - We can create bespoke offer 
based assets that are perfect for pushing offer 
codes, deals, or just engaging our audience to 
get involved with your product or service.  

Tier 3: £1.5k (feed integration into existing 
designs)
Tier 2: £3.5k (feed-controlled selection)
Tier 1: £5.5k (full design + feed control)

Contact: 
ewalker@incubeta.com

Please get in contact to see our 
full Display creative lookbook.


